Black Society Major Geraldyn Hodges
the new york public library schomburg center for research ... - geraldyn "gerri" hodges major, journalist
and writer, was raised and educated in chicago. known then as geraldyn dismond, she pursued a professional
career as a writer, journalist and editor for several african-american newspapers including the "new york
amsterdam news." black society was major's doris e. saunders papers - university of chicago - doris e.
saunders papers this finding aid was produced using the archivists' toolkit december 26, 2013 ... one of
saunders’ works was black society, co-written with geraldyn major and published in 1976. ... and black
advisory commission for the 1980 census in washington, d.c. ... a’lelia walker: the joy goddess of harlem muse.jhu - a’lelia walker the joy goddess of harlem . bundles nka • 105 a’lelia walker in the music room of
villa lewaro, the irvington, new york, estate ... miere black-society columnists of the day— the afro’s geraldyn
dismond (later known as ’s jet gerri major) ... scattered vision and silent masks: dorothy richardson’s ...
- dorothy richardson’s critical perceptions on race lauren curtright a strange convening in a scene near the end
of deadlock ... american movies’ by the african american journalist geraldyn dismond, ... titled black society
(chicago: johnson publishing company, hollywood's african american films - muse.jhu - a major african
american metropolis rivaling harlem occasioned depriest’s ... the black weekly california eagle explained,
depriest’s praise of the film car-ried the authority of “one who is the recognized leader and . . . chosen repre... the thought in his heart” in american society.11 haynes also envisioned a path-breaking role for ...
haunting memories: black francophone caribbean women ... - haunting memories: black francophone
caribbean women playwrights and the traumatic slave past by ... to my lifelong friends dr. aziza bey and dr.
geraldyn pemberton diallo i am ... problematic element of guadeloupean society to this day."5
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